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Abstract
The methodology used in this study was action-research and the considered activity is been applied successfully for
at least five years to undergraduate and to master classes for Industrial Engineering students in Brazil. It showed a
significant result in both cases, providing the basis for the deepening in the subject in further lessons. Therefore, the
main purpose of this paper is to present this didactic activity that uses a statistical software to introduce the subject
Design of Experiments (DoE) starting from a simple process of everyday life. Despite DoE in Brazil being
emphasized in Industrial Engineering, this issue is extremely relevant in all areas of research where there is
experimentation. The activity’s idea was to make students able to interact and understand the concepts of planning
and optimizing experiments in a natural and intuitive way by following seven steps proposed in the literature: 1.
Recognition and statement of the problem, 2. Choice of factors, levels, and ranges, 3. Selection of the response
variable, 4. Choice of experimental design, 5. Conduction of experiment, 6. Statistical data analysis, and 7.
Conclusions and recommendations. In order to confirm and strengthen the learning process, some exercises are then
offered to students. To ensure the effectiveness, the exercises were designed based on the new version of the
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, also called Revised Bloom's Taxonomy. This proposed exercises discuss the
content at all levels of the cognitive domain.
Keywords: Teaching strategies, Design of experiments, Optimization of experiments, Revised Bloom’s taxonomy
1. Introduction
Teaching requires critical reflection on practice. The teacher must be aware of the fact that teaching is not only to
transfer knowledge but also create possibilities for their own production and construction (Freire, 1996). Under these
assumptions, the idea of this paper is to show an activity that makes students interact to better understand
introductory concepts of a specific discipline in a natural and intuitive way, offering the basis for deepening in the
subject in further lessons.
Conduct experiments and analyze data are an integral parts of the engineer’s work, therefore the statistic is present in
his daily life. Although the Design of Experiments (DoE) is still insufficiently utilized in the industrial environment,
it is known that its use increases the engineers effectiveness and the process efficiency (Tanco, Viles, Ilzarbe, &
Alvarez, 2009). The use of Six Sigma methodology has made the DoE even more necessary, as this is a key tool that
aims to minimize the waste of time and resources while promotes a more reliable result for experimentation.
Researching for "Design of Experiments" at the database ISI Web of Science, it is possible to observe that the term
appears in approximately six thousand articles in various areas of knowledge, and both numbers of articles published
and citations in this subject have been increasing since 1994, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Number of published articles (a) and citations (b) about "Design of experiments" at the database ISI Web of
Science
The methodology used in this work was action-research due to the fact that the central idea is to use a scientific
approach to study a problem together with those who are directly linked to it (Coughlan & Coghlan, 2002). It was
applied several times for at least the last 5 years at the Federal University of Itajubá-MG, Brazil with Industrial
Engineering students (undergraduate and postgraduate).
There is a considerable amount of literature about nontraditional approaches for instruction and the benefits derived
from implementing such approaches, but the student’s opinions were left out in this discussions. Therefore Johnson
& Dasgupta (2005) surveyed introductory statistics students about various aspects of their class preferences and
proved statistically (p-value<0.001) that the overall percentage of students preferring non-traditional methods was
significantly higher than the percentage of students preferring lecture style classes.
However, while learning can be better acquired through problem-solving experience, Wang, Wu, Chen, & Spector
(2013) state that the knowledge learnt from this experience is difficult to be retained and reused. Therefore, they
proposed a visualization-based learning environment that helped learners to articulate and connect complex
problem-solving and knowledge-construction processes. For that reason, the visual factor is extremely emphasized at
the didactic proposal described in this work. This kind of situation is a perfect example of active learning because the
students are not just a recipient of teacher’s knowledge.
If a teacher never had experienced active learning, he can be reluctant to try something different from lectures. In this
case, Roseth, Garfield & Ben-zvi (2008) suggest a collaborative teaching group to help by sharing experiences,
providing guidance and support. By working collaboratively, statistics educators can help lead and support each other
in moving to a more centered instruction. To implement a new approach, teachers must know their students, but they
should also know themselves. Lesser & Pearl (2008) suggest to start off with the lower-risk modes that fit most
within their comfort zone or personality.
Thus, to complement the learning process of this work, some exercises are also proposed in order to guide the study
and improve the apprenticeship. The exercises were drawn from the "Revised Taxonomy of Educational Objectives"
or "Revised Bloom's Taxonomy" and discuss contents at all levels of cognitive domain to ensure the effectiveness of
teaching.
This taxonomy is a framework to classify what should be expected from student’s learning as a result of lessons that
was originally published in 1956 and rewritten 45 years later, when it was called Revised Bloom's Taxonomy
(Krathwohl, 2002). The exercises based on this taxonomy could be also used as a way to receive feedback from
students about teaching without the teacher feeling uncomfortable for doing this.
In order to achieve the proposed objectives, this article was written in seven sections. The first being the Introduction
and the second the Material and Methods to reproduce this study. The third and fourth sessions approach the design
and optimization of experiments, respectively. Section 5 concerns the exercises based on revised Bloom's Taxonomy,
session 6 the results of this work and some discussions about it, and the last section presents the conclusions and
proposals for future work in this subject.
2. Material and Methods
For designing experiments, some guidelines are proposed by Montgomery (2001) and they are divided in seven steps
as shown in Table 1. For more details, especially in the industrial applications level, it is interesting to consult
Coleman & Montgomery (1993).
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Table 1. Guuidelines for Designing
D
an Exxperiment
1.

Recog
gnition of and statement
s
of thee problem;

2.

Choicee of factors, levvels, and rangees;

3.

Selectiion of the respoonse variables;

4.

Choicee of experimenntal design;

5.

Condu
uction of the exxperiment;

6.

Data analysis;
a

Pre-experiment planniing

7. Conclu
usions and recoommendationss.
Source: Montgomery (20
001)
T
seven guuidelines are ussually interactive and
The first thhree steps constitute the pre-eexperiment plaanning phase. These
its structurre is not rigid. Some steps caan even be perrformed simulttaneously or inn a different orrder when appplied in
real experim
ments and this should be empphasized by thee teacher.
The experiimental projectt in this activitty will be deveeloped with thee support of thhe software Minnitab®, but it can be
used any other statistical software that support this kiind of analysiss. All students must follow thhe procedure on their
computers and make the necessary
n
notees in order to reeproduce it or replicate
r
it lateer. The exercisees can be done on the
computer or
o on individuaal sheets, but inn both cases thee teacher shoulld have access to the student’s results to usee them
as a teachinng feedback.
2.1 Designing an Experim
ment
p
of everryday life can be
b an interestinng and funny example
e
to intrroduce Design and Optimizattion of
A simple process
Experimennts in the classrroom. In this activity,
a
the teaacher must proopose an acadeemic study of “Making popccorn in
the microw
wave” because it is an easy, siimple and a weell-known proccess.
A humorouus process will strength the reelationship bettween students and teacher. Putting
P
some huumor into a staatistics
based courrse might makee the students more
m
willing too learn becausee they will feell relax and nott afraid of learnning it,
so, the efficciency of learn
ning can be incrreased according to Friedmann, Friedman & Amoo (2002).
2.2 Pre-Expperimental Pla
anning
2.2.1 Recoggnition of and Statement of the Problem
The first sttep in planning
g experiments is
i the introducttion of the proocess whose geeneral model iss illustrated in Figure
2 and the example
e
to be discussed is “make
“
microwaave popcorn”, an example of simple proceess that can be easily
reproducedd by the studen
nt at home becaause is related to
t an activity of
o daily living.

Figure
F
2. Generral model of a process or systtem (Montgom
mery, 2001)
Before starrt explaining ho
ow the Designn of Experimennt process shouuld be conducteed, it is necesssary to consideer three
recommenddations on the efficient use of
o DoE: use noon-statistical knowledge
k
aboout the problem
m, keep planninng and
analysis as simple as posssible and recognize differencces between sttatistical and prractical signifiicance (Montgoomery,
2001).
d about each prrocess variablee to participate actively on thhe constructionn of DoE. The data
d in
Students shhould be asked
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this article results from the application of this didactic activity in a graduating class in Industrial Engineering at
Federal University of Itajubá.
2.2.2 Choice of Factors, Levels, and Ranges
Five controllable factors of the process were agreed by the students:
- Time: Preparation time should range between 3 and 5 minutes, as described in the instructions on the microwave
popcorn’s packages, and it is a continuous variable.
- Power: In general, the microwave power can be programmable, and in this case it will work with a power of 70%
to 100%, being also a continuous variable.
- Popcorn brands: The most popular brands of microwave popcorn are X and Y. It is good to use real names to this
variables when in class and it will probably differ depending on the place where this activity is applied.
- Microwave brands: The most popular brands on Brazilian market are A and B, this variables should also be
nominated as suggestions from students.
- Side of the package: The popcorn package brings an information about the side it should be positioned on the
microwave glass plate. The influence of this curious variable for the outcome of the process can also be investigated.
The uncontrollable factors are those that the experimenter cannot manipulate and probably its effects can be ignored
to the experiment. For example, the usage time of the microwave, the amount of corn in the popcorn package, the
time elapsed since the corn harvest until they were used in the experiment, the size of each corn, etc.
2.2.3 Selection of the Response Variables
Two important outputs of the process were agreed between the students:
- Amount of Unpopped Popcorn: This output is related to productivity and can be measured by counting the
unpopped corn after the process. It is deemed to have this output values near from 0 (zero). Therefore, the closer to
the lower limit, the better is the process.
- Quality of Popcorn: The values of this output must be defined through a survey and can be represented with scores
ranging from 0 (zero) to ten (10) or following a Likert scale for the agreement’s level with "This popcorn is good"
whose responses vary from "Strongly Disagree" to "Strongly Agree". In both cases, the more approximate to the
upper limit, the better is the process.
2.2.4 Summary Table
An experiment seeks to manipulate the controllable factors and analyze their effects on the process outputs. Thus, the
process variables in fact will be considered in design and optimization of experiment are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of the variables of interest in the Design of Experiments
x1 = time [3; 5]
x2 = power [70; 100]
Controllable factors

x3 = popcorn [X; Y]
x4 = microwave [A;B]
x5 = side [right; wrong]

Outputs

y1 = amount of unpopped popcorn [0-200]
y2 = quality of popcorn [0-10]

2.3 Choice of Experimental Design
To set the number of popcorn packets (input) that must be purchased for the experiment, it is necessary to start the
Minitab® and access the options in ‘Stat / DOE / Factorial / Create a Factorial Design’.
The box “Number of factors” should be filled with the amount of controllable factors to be considered in the
experiment, i.e. five. Then it is possible to check the amount necessary or sufficient of experiments on the button
“Display Available Designs”. As can be observed in Figure 3, for five factors, eight tests are inconclusive (red) and
16 or 32 experiments are sufficient (green). Consequently, thinking about the operational cost reduction, 16
experiments will be conducted, i.e., it will take 16 popcorn packages to perform the experimental procedure.
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Figuure 3. Minitab:: “Display Avaiilable Designs” for setting thhe quantity of experiments
e
to be performed
This inform
mation allows to
t define at “Design” button the quantity off experiments as
a illustrated inn Figure 4.

Figure 4. Minnitab: “Design” to define the style of the exxperiment
On “Factorrs”, the contro
ollable factors shall
s
be also fiilled. The Figuure 5 illustratess this table. Thhe software Minnitab®
provides foor each process a maximum of five controlllable factors with
w two levelss. Those levelss could be num
merical
values, as preparation
p
tim
me and microwaave power, or texts,
t
as microw
wave or popcoorn brands and package side.

Figure 5. Minitab:
M
“Factoors” to enter thhe controllable factors
Experimennts can be ran
ndom or sequeential, this chhoice is made on “Options””, by checkingg or not the option
“Randomizze runs”. To staandardize all experiments
e
deesigned by studdents, it is interresting to use it randomized with a
random nuumber as set base,
b
10 for exxample. Figure 6 shows thiis option. In thhis work, the experiments will
w be
realized byy simulation and
a analyzed just
j
for an acaademic purposse, but in casee of real expeeriments, put data
d
in
sequence can facilitate fillling the spreaddsheet with thee collected dataa.

Figurre 6. Minitab: “Options” to set
s random or sequential
s
for thhe experimentss
After follow
wing these insstructions, Minnitab® providees to user at thee tab worksheeets the design of experiment of the
process disscussed and alsso the structuree used in the creation
c
is show
wn at the session. The table with
w the experriments
is shown inn Figure 7. Thu
us, the fourth sttep of DoE is completed.
c
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Figure 7. Design of the expperiment “Makke microwave popcorn”
p
2.4 Conducction of the Exp
periment
In fact, thee focus of this study is not thhe result of thee experiments,, but the teachhing of the neccessary proceduures to
conduct a DoE
D and the analysis
a
of theiir results. Therrefore, the studdents should bee instructed too assign values to the
outputs of the
t simulated process.
p
In the casee of this experim
ment, two outpputs are expectted from the process: the Quuality and the Amount
A
of unppopped
popcorn. For
F the generated results be equal
e
in all stuudent’s computters, it is recom
mmended to usse a random seet base
that could be
b asked in claass.
In this worrk, it was used a Set Base = 5 for the qualityy of popcorn. It
I is possible too consider a unniform distribuution to
the simulatted values of survey’s resultt between 0 annd 10. These values
v
can be generated on Minitab® folllowing
options ‘Caalc / Set Base’ and filling witth the value 5, then
t
‘Calc / Raandom Date / Uniform’
U
as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Generation
G
of ouutput results y11: Quality of Popcorn
P
In the casee of unpopped popcorn,
p
it waas used a Set Base
B
= 100 andd the result mayy be simulatedd as a random integer
i
from 0 to 200.
2
It means, 0, if all corn had
h popped andd 200, if none. These values can also be geenerated in Minnitab®
following options ‘Calc / Set Base’ and
a filling wiith the value 100, then ‘Caalc / Random Date / Integeer’ and
completingg as in Figure 9.
9
A table witth the experimeent’s data and results
r
will be ready on Minittab®’s workshheet as in Figurre 10.
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Fig
gure 9. Generattion of output results
r
y2: Am
mount of Unpoppped Popcorn

Figure 10. Minitab®’s
M
workksheet with daata and results of
o the previoussly outlined expperiment
2.5 Data Analysis
i possible to make conclussions about the influence of controllable facctors in
From the siimulated experrimental data, it’s
process outtputs. This anaalysis can be eaasily done on the
t software Minitab®
M
follow
wing options ‘SStat / DOE / factorial
/ Analyze Factorial
F
Desig
gn’. The respoonses to be connsidered are thhe two process outputs and too analyze the factors
f
interaction effects, on “G
Graphs” it shoould be selected “Pareto”. The Figure 111 shows the Pareto Chart foor each
process outtput.

Fig
gure 11. Pareto Chart of the controllable facctor’s effects onn each output
The Figuree 11 allows to conclude abouut output y1, Quality
Q
of Poppcorn. The inteeraction between cooking tim
me and
microwavee’s brand has more
m
influencee in this outputt than other interactions or even
e
other facttors individuallly. For
output y2, Amount of Unpopped
U
Popccorn, the mostt significant faactor is the miicrowave’s braand, followed by the
interaction between time cooking and package side, which
w
is not siggnificant because it’s behind the
t line.
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Further anaalysis of resultts can be madee from the grapphs generated in Minitab® following
f
the options
o
‘Stat / DOE
D
/
Factorial / Factorial Plotts’. The first tw
wo graphics opptions should be selected, as shown
s
in Figurre 12. In ‘Setupp’, it is
possible too choose which
h outputs or coontrollable facttors should be considered foor the graphics. The Figure 12
1 also
shows the filling
f
of this dialog
d
box to exxamine all the options availabble.

Figure
F
12. Miniitab: ‘Factorial plots’ and options availablee on ‘Setup’
The Figuree 13 shows thee Main Effectss Plot for the two
t
outputs off the process. About
A
the Quaality of Popcorrn (y1)
there is a big
b influence of
o popcorn’s brand and micrrowave’s poweer; the popcornn’s brand Y annd the power of
o 70%
have far beetter results in terms of popccorn’s quality than
t
the oppossite. This outpuut also shows better results for
f the
package inn a wrong posiition and the microwave’s
m
brrand A has slightly less influuence on it. For the cookingg time,
there’s alm
most none signifficant differencce.
For the Am
mount of Unpo
opped Popcornn (y2), the anaalysis should be
b done for thee lowest pointss since the low
wer the
value, the better the outcome. Accorddingly, the miccrowave’s brannd B presents a much betterr result than A.
A This
output alsoo shows slightlly better resultts for 100% of
o power, the popcorn’s
p
brannd X and the right
r
position for
f the
package, hoowever, the cooking time seeems not to be a significant inffluence for thiss output.

Figgure 13. Main Effects
E
Plot forr each output
The Interacction Plot show
ws the interacttion between thhe controllablee factors. It cann be seen in Figure
F
14 that for
f y1,
Quality of Popcorn, theree is almost no interaction bettween the cookking time and the package siide, the microw
wave’s
and the poppcorn’s brand or between thee package sidee and the popcorn’s brand. However,
H
all otther interactionns alter
the outcom
me of this outpu
ut. The most meaningful interraction is between the microw
wave’s brand annd cooking tim
me.
Concerningg y2: Amount of
o Unpopped Popcorn,
P
there is almost nonee interaction beetween cookingg time and poppcorn’s
brand. Noonetheless, theere’s a lot off significant interactions,
i
f example, cooking time and packagee side,
for
microwavee’s power and package
p
side, microwave’s
m
annd popcorn’s brrand or microw
wave’s brand annd package sidde.
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Fiigure 14. Interaaction Plot for each output
2.6 Concluusions and Reco
ommendations
It is imporrtant that all the
t practical conclusions
c
m
made
by the exxperimenter frrom the analyzzed data be used
u
to
recommendd a course of action.
a
The connclusions should be validatedd, archived andd presented to others; in this case it
is highly reecommended to
o use graphic and
a visual toolss.
At this poiint, the teacheer could also emphasize
e
the importance of experimentattion to undersstanding the prrocess.
Hypothesess are tested an
nd the results can
c and shouldd be used to baase a new triall. A successful experiment reequires
knowledgee of the important factors, rannges of variatioon, appropriatee number of leevels to use annd the proper units
u
of
measuremeent for these vaariables (Monttgomery, 2001)). Generally thhese factors aree not perfectlyy known but thhey can
be discoverred or refined through
t
the proocess.
2.7 Optimizzing an Experiiment
It is possibble to optimizee the experimennt’s responses through a Minnitab’s tool acccessed in ‘Statt / DOE / Facttorial /
Response Optimizer’.
O
Alll answers mustt be selected on
o the setup buutton and the taable should be filled in as shoown in
Figure 15. The field ‘weiight’ must be filled
f
as the innstructions in thhe dialog box,, with the expeected behavior of the
output. Addditionally, the field
f
‘importannce’ must be asssigned weightts to each outpuut.

Figuree15. Minitab: ‘Setup’ of Respponse Optimizeer
The tool ‘R
Response Optiimizer’, shownn in Figure 166, allows to iddentify the besst options for the process and
a the
expected reesults, or the ad
djustments requuired, if some changes must be
b done at chooice of factors.

Figuure 16. Minitabb’s tool Responnse Optimizer
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2.8 Exercisses Based on Revised
R
Bloom’s
’s Taxonomy
The idea of
o creating a classification
c
s
system
for refeerence in evalluations was born
b
at inform
mal meetings inn 1948
(Bloom, Enngelhart, Furstt, Hill, & Krathhwohl, 1973). This work was discussed annnually until itss publication inn 1956
titled "Taxoonomy of Educcational Objecttives", but alsoo known as "Blloom's Taxonom
my", despite being a group project.
In 1999, it was thought an
a alteration off this taxonomyy in order to inncorporate the conceptual andd contextual chhanges
that have occurred
o
sincee its publicatioon (Anderson, 1999). This new
n
version was
w published in
i 2001 and became
b
known as "Revised
"
Bloom
m's Taxonomy.." The main diffferences are shhown in Figuree 17.

Figure 17. Original annd Revised Blooom's Taxonom
my
In this taxoonomy, the edu
ucational objecctives were divvided into threee domains: coggnitive, affectivve and psychoomotor.
For measurring learning, it must be connsidered the cognitive domaain. Some exam
mples of exerccises about DooE and
Experimennt Optimization
n in each level of this domainn are described below:
- Remembeering: recognizze and remember ideas and thheoretical conceepts.
The studennt must remem
mber that these topics were discussed
d
in thee text and reprroduce the info
formation. Exaamples:
“What are the recommen
nded steps for Design
D
of Expeeriments?” or “What
“
are the three recommeendations that should
be considerred to use the DoE
D effectivelyy?”
- Understannding: explain with their ownn words.
The studennt must establiish a connectiion between thhe new and thhe previously acquired know
wledge to justiify his
answer. Exxamples: “Wh
hy are the unccontrollable faactors not conssidered in thee experiment?”” or “How dooes the
analysis off Pareto Chart works?”
w
- Applying:: use rules, metthods, models,, concepts, prinnciples, laws annd theories.
The studennt must perform
m the same prrocedure done during the claass to a new situation.
s
Exam
mples: “If theree were
seven conttrollable factorrs in the proccess, how manny times the experiment
e
should be perfoormed to sufficciently
conclusive results? And quite conclusiive results?” or
o “From this table, construcct a graph of interactions
i
foor each
output.”
- Analyzingg: conclude and
d make statemeents from graphical or numerrical results.
The studennt must know
w the tool andd verify its reesults. Examplles: “Accordinng to Pareto Chart,
C
which of the
controllable factors havee more influennce on each output?”,
o
“Anaalyzing the Intteractions Plott, which is thee most
relevant to the
Quality of Popcorn?” or “What
“
is the sttatus of each controllable
c
facctor in the class example to which
w
the outpuuts are
optimized??”
- Evaluatinng: check consiistency of otheers production.
The studennt must judge the
t statement based
b
on prevviously establisshed criteria annd standards. Examples:
E
“Thhe side
that the pacckage is positio
oned does not affect the Quaality of Popcornn but the Amount of Unpoppped Popcorn. Discuss
D
it.” or “Aboout the Amoun
nt of Unpoppedd Popcorn, is itt correct to sayy that there is no interaction between
b
cookinng time
and microw
wave’s power or
o microwave’ss power and poopcorn’s brand??”
- Creating: Use the interd
disciplinary andd the interdepeendent of conceepts.
op visions, ideeas, and new and
a original methods.
m
Stimuulate with expeerience and prractical
The studennt must develo
examples. Examples: “W
Which other evveryday experriments could be an examplle for this claass?” or “Desccribe a
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process different from the class example and follow the steps performed to Design the new Experiment.”
The Bloom's Taxonomy can be used as a guarantee of learning for a student who reaches all needed levels of the
cognitive domain, for a particular content or also as a feedback for the quality of instruction.
Hattie (2009) points out feedback from the student to the teacher as the most effective factor for teaching. However,
students often do not feel comfortable to give a real feedback either the teacher himself is embarrassed to accomplish
a survey. Thus, these exercises could play this role, showing the poorest levels of students and enabling the teacher to
conduct corrective actions or changes in his future behavior.
3. Results
When identified the deficiency in learning, how the situation can be reversed? Taking advantage of the free flow of
ideas in moments of relaxation, teachers from public and private universities in the fields of Engineering and
Management were informally interviewed in order to get suggestions to stimulate student learning at each level of
revised Bloom's Taxonomy. A summary of results is presented below:
- Remembering: detailed reading of the basis book or related materials.
- Understanding: producing schematic summaries of theory.
- Applying: solving exercises together.
- Analyzing: showing solved and detailed examples in classroom.
- Evaluating: teamwork with individual evaluations.
- Creating: living the theory and showing practical examples.
After the application of this didactic proposal in a class, 10 (ten) questions about DoE and Experiment Optimization
in each level of revised Bloom’s Taxonomy were proposed for a group of Industrial Engineering students. Their
mistakes were provided on a chart to enable further analysis of learning. The Figure 18 shows a boxplot of student’s
mistakes.

Figure 18. Boxplot of student’s mistakes on the proposed exercises
The results are very similar for all levels of revised Bloom's Taxonomy, however, there were slightly more mistakes
in “Remembering” and less in “Understanding” and “Evaluating” compared to others levels. Then, in this case, the
first thing teacher should do is to encourage a detailed reading of the basis book or related materials because the
students are not remembering as much as they should and this is the most deficient level of revised Bloom's
Taxonomy as showed in Figure 18. The other levels could also be better worked and the last levels the teacher should
worry about are “Understanding” and “Evaluating” because even if the results are not perfect (zero mistakes), they
are closer to zero than the others.
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4. Discussion
This activity was applied to undergraduate classes and also to master classes in Industrial Engineering at Federal
University of Itajubá. In this work, the data and the results that were showed belong to an undergraduate class but it
showed a significant result in both cases, providing the basis for further education and the tools for deepen the
teaching of DoE in later lessons.
As a future project, the authors aim to expand the bank of questions based on Bloom's Taxonomy to this subject,
improve the suggestions to stimulate the student learning at each level of revised Bloom’s Taxonomy with a bigger
research and create new teaching guides or techniques following this same pattern to other subjects. It could be also
interesting to apply the same questions in a group interviewed without introduce DoE and Experiment Optimization
to compare the results of both.
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